**NUECES GARAGE (NUG) PERMIT INFO**

**NUG PERMIT COST:**
$125 monthly added to your WIO bill with UHD
*Valid until 7.31.20

**HEIGHT RESTRICTIONS:**
8’2 and 7 ft

**WHO CAN PURCHASE A PERMIT:**
Only 2400 Nueces Residents

**LOTTERY INFORMATION:**
R Lottery Process which usually occurs in July.

**HOW DO I RETURN MY PERMIT:**
Turn in your parking pass for the Nueces Garage to the front desk at 2400 Nueces. They will then contact PTS and UHD billing to cancel any bills. If a refund is due, PTS will process the refund.

parking@utexas.edu
512-471-7275

The University of Texas at Austin
Parking and Transportation Services